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        INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 
                 MIDDLE SECTION 

 
Subject: English                                                                                                      Topic: Tenses                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
Class V ____Name:_________________ Roll No:_____  Date:___/10/18  Worksheet:21 

(Simple Present tense, Present Continuous tense, Simple Past tense, Past Continuous tense and Simple Future 

tense) 

I. Fill in the blanks with the Simple Present tense form of the verb given in brackets. 

1. Emily ______________ delicious cakes. (bake) 

2. Rohan _____________ at a supermarket. (work) 

3. Indians _____________ their homes for many festivals. (decorate) 

4. My little daughter ______________ her dolls. (adore) 

II. Rewrite the given sentences in their Present Continuous form. 

1. The children take the sweets from the kitchen shelf. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Rahu receives an award on the Children’s Day. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The students play chess very well. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. The monkey swings on the branch. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

III. Fill in the blanks with the Simple Past tense form of the verb given in the brackets. 

1. Mrs. Robert _______________________the  stray dogs often. (feed) 

2. The cleaner _______________________ the trash in the dustbin. (empty) 

3. The tailor __________________________ my pants by an inch. (lengthen) 
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4. She ________________her time in reading books. (spend) 

IV. Rewrite the given sentences in their Past Continuous form.  

1. John waited for the train to arrive.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. We watched the solar eclipse last week. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The director made the film last year. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. We listened to the cricket commentary all evening. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

V.   Fill in the blanks with the Simple Future tense form of the verb given in the brackets. 

1. I _______________ build a hospital for the poor when I grow up. (build) 

2. The cook __________________all the sandwiches in foil and pack them. (wrap) 

3. We ____________________in the school Annual Day celebrations. (participate) 

4. The police ______________________the thief sooner or later. (catch) 

VI. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb given in the brackets as directed. 

 1. I _____________  ( listen ) to the news. ( Past Continuous) 

2. The train to Delhi ____________________(leave) from platform number three. (Present Continuous)  

3. Rita ______________________ (give) a dance performance this evening. (Simple Future) 

4. We _______________________ (attend) her performance. (Simple Past).  

5. I _____________________ (understand ) the present continuous tense. (Simple Past) .  

VII. Change the tense of the verbs given in bold as directed and rewrite the sentences.  

1. He was distributing news papers to the entire neighbourhood.  (change to Simple Present)  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. We will visit our cousin during holidays. ( change to Simple Past)  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. My teacher gives homework  everyday. (change to Present Continuous)   

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. My mother was giving milk and egg every day.  (change to  Simple Present) .  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. I am typing a letter to my best friend. (change to Past Continuous) 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

VIII. Rearrange the following group of words to make meaningful sentences and rewrite them in the given 

space: 

1. from/ Mani/book/a/in/ Mumbai/a/ bought/bookstore 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  feeling/left/she/store/the/happy/very 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. walked/the/bus stop/she/towards 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 4. arrived /the/soon/bus/in/and/boarded/she 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  reached /noon/at/Bandra /she 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. home/ran/eager/she/new book/the/read/to 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. presented/father /a/with /her/jigsaw puzzle 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. him/showed/she/book/ her 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. took/her/began/from/read/to /it/he/and 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                   ****************************************** 
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